This document is intended as a guideline to help deal with faulty products brought back to the store, follow the simple
steps below to deliver the correct information to your customer.

The customer arrives at the store with complaint about an
issue with the product they purchase from you.
( ensure the product is the model/ item sold by you!)

Is the
Product/item
faulty

YES

NO

Groupe SEB do not
accept returns on non
faulty items greater than
30 days old

NO

Is the
Product/item
less than
30 days old

YES

Examine the item to ensure it
has not been damaged or
misused.

Is the
item under
guarantee

NO

Groupe SEB provide
repair services for out of
guarantee products.
Contact Customer
relations for more details

YES

Is the
item under the
manufacturers
guarantee
period

NO

Any product/item under
an extended guarantee
agreement, the customer
must contact their
agreement company.
Groupe SEB will not
accept this products
being returned

YES
Is the
problem
with any accessory
eg paddle,
lid etc.

YES

Contact Groupe SEB
they will send a
replacement accessory
to the customer

NO

Record the reason for return
and ensure all the accessories
and packaging are present

Is the
product/item
under 30 days
old

YES

Confirm the faulty details
and the item and product
is complete and replace
the item

NO

The faulty goods can be returned to
Groupe SEB for verification and credit
if it has not been misused

The product will be
repaired/replaced directly
by Groupe SEB or its
authorised agent.

The product/item can be booked
in with Customer relations or the
service agent for repair

The item will be collected repaired and
returned either to the store or direct to
the consumer’s chosen address

The faulty goods can be
returned to Groupe SEB for
verification and credit

This document is intended as a guideline to help deal with faulty products brought back to the store, follow the simple
steps below to deliver the correct information to your customer.

The customer arrives at the store with complaint about an
issue with the product they purchase from you.
( ensure the product is the model/ item sold by you!)

Is the
Product/item
faulty

YES

NO

Groupe SEB do not
accept returns on none
faulty items greater than
30 days old

NO

Is the
Product/item
less than
30 days old

YES

Examine the item to ensure it
is has not been damaged or
misused.

Note: if no proof of purchase,
item is treated as out of
guarantee (unless problem with
non-stick blistering or peeling).
If glass lids have shattered,
these are not covered by any
guarantee.

Is the
item under
guarantee

NO

Refer the customer to
Groupe SEB Customer
Relations for help and
assistance.

YES

Is the
item under the
manufacturer
guarantee
period

NO

Any product/item under
an extended guarantee
agreement the customer
must contact their
agreement company.
Groupe SEB will not
accept these product
being returned

YES

Is the
problem
with the non-stick
coating

YES

You must ensure the red
spot is not solid or the
coating damaged by
misuse ( metal utensils)
Contact Customer
relations for advice

NO

Record the reason for return
and ensure all the accessories
and packaging are present

Is the
product/item
under 30 days
old

YES

Confirm the faulty details
and the item and product
is complete and replace
the item

NO

The faulty goods can be returned to
Groupe SEB for verification and credit
if it has not been misused

The product will be
inspected and replaced if
necessary directly by
Groupe SEB.

The customer must contact Groupe
SEB Customer relations for help and
advice.

Use and care guides and fequently ask question for inspecting/review cookware issues are
available on the Tefal Website. www.tefal.co.uk

The faulty goods can be
returned to Groupe SEB for
verification and credit

